
Lot Description
Price  including 

premium, HK$

Price  including 

premium, US$

1 A nephrite pebble-material snuff bottle 1700-1880 $93,750 $12,057

2 A moulded 'famille-rose' porcelain 'dragon' snuff bottle 

Imperial kilns, Jingdezhen, Daoguang iron-red four-

character seal mark and of the period, 1821-1850

$75,000 $9,646

3 An inscribed ruby-red glass overlay 'Princess Shouyang' 

snuff bottle Yangzhou, dated 1880 $250,000 $32,152

4 An inside-painted glass 'Shen Zhou inspired' snuff bottle 

Zhou Leyuan, the Studio of Thirty-six Memorials, 

probably Beijing, dated 1891 $100,000 $12,861

5 A dendritic chalcedony 'elegant gathering' snuff bottle 

Suzhou, School of Zhiting, 1730-1850 $237,500 $30,545

6 A carved coral 'magpies' snuff bottle 1760–1860 $325,000 $41,798

7 A jadeite 'squirrel and melon' snuff bottle 1770-1870

$162,500 $20,899

8 A white and russet nephrite snuff bottle 1740-1850 $200,000 $25,722

9 An inside-painted rock-crystal 'Tao Yuanming' snuff bottle 

Ye Zhongsan, the Apricot Grove Studio, Chongwen 

district, Beijing, dated 1900 $93,750 $12,057

10 A carved ivory 'Legend of the White Snake' snuff bottle 

Imperial Master, Japan, 1854–1910 $237,500 $30,545

11 A dendritic agate 'Lü Shang' snuff bottle The Cameo Ink-

play Master, possibly Imperial, Official School, 1770-1860

$644,000 $82,824

12 A 'realgar-glass' snuff bottle 1720-1790 $150,000 $19,291

13 An amethyst 'gourds' snuff bottle 1750-1860 $100,000 $12,861

14 A green and lavender-blue glass 'garden scene' snuff 

bottle 1750-1790 $375,000 $48,228

15 An inside-painted glass 'Xuanhe inspired' snuff bottle 

Ding Erzhong, dated 1899 $560,000 $72,021

16 A moulded 'famille-rose' porcelain 'scholarly pastime' 

snuff bottle Imperial kilns, Jingdezhen, Jiaqing iron-red 

four-character seal mark and of the period, 1796-1820

$150,000 $19,291

17 A 'hair-crystal' snuff bottle 1740-1880 $35,000 $4,501

18 An aquamarine-blue glass 'Shou Lao' snuff bottle 1750-

1830 $100,000 $12,861

19 An inside-painted glass 'Zhang Zhidong' snuff bottle Ma 

Shaoxuan, Ox Street district, Beijing, dated 1909

$437,500 $56,266

20 A lac-burgauté 'phoenix' snuff bottle Japan, 1854-1920

$93,750 $12,057

21 A carved white glass 'Lanting Preface' snuff bottle Zhou 

Honglai, Hangzhou, dated 1901 (the bottle: possibly 

Yuanhu, Zhejiang province, circa 1901) $106,250 $13,665

22 A white and russet nephrite 'archaistic cicada' snuff bottle 

1700-1820 $218,750 $28,133



23 An inscribed and carved olive-green lacquer 'horse' snuff 

bottle Lu Dong, Yangzhou, 1800-1850 $118,750 $15,272

24 A five-colour glass overlay 'shou character' snuff bottle 

1760-1820 $300,000 $38,583

25 A yellow nephrite snuff bottle, dish, thumb ring, finger 

ring and belt hook Probably Imperial, attributable to the 

palace workshops, Beijing, 1700-1800

$237,500 $30,545

26 An inscribed iron-red-enamelled porcelain 'Ten Odes to 

Spring' snuff bottle Attributable to Zhou Honglai, dated 

1896 $81,250 $10,449

27 An inscribed sapphire-blue glass overlay 'luohan' snuff 

bottle Yangzhou, 1870-1890 $137,500 $17,684

28 A cloisonné enamelled 'millefleurs' snuff bottle Probably 

Imperial, attributable to the palace workshops, Beijing, 

1760-1799 $162,500 $20,899

29 A carved coral 'landscape' snuff bottle Possibly Imperial, 

1700-1770 $150,000 $19,291

30 An inside-painted glass 'cranes' snuff bottle Ye family, the 

Apricot Grove Studio, Chongwen district, Beijing, dated 

1930 $112,500 $14,469

31 A 'red jadeite' double-gourd snuff bottle Possibly 

Imperial, perhaps palace workshops, Beijing, 1780-1820

$300,000 $38,583

32 An engraved and inscribed speckled pink glass 'landscape' 

snuff bottle Zhou Honglai, 1890-1910 (the bottle: 1730-

1830) $375,000 $48,228

33 An inside-painted glass 'auspicious objects' snuff bottle 

Gui Xianggu, Beijing, dated 1900 $43,750 $5,627

34 A dendritic agate 'lotus pond' snuff bottle Official School, 

1760-1860 $143,750 $18,488

35 A bamboo and bamboo veneer snuff bottle Imperial, 

possibly Jiangxi province, 1720-1800 $375,000 $48,228

36 A carnelian-agate snuff bottle 1730-1880 $93,750 $12,057

37 A lime-green porcelain 'crane' snuff bottle Zhang Mianyi, 

Jingdezhen, 1820-1870 $143,750 $18,488

38 A 'famille-rose' enamelled glass 'European-subject' snuff 

bottle Imperial, palace workshops, Beijing, Qianlong blue-

enamelled four-character mark and of the period, 1736-

1760 $25,300,000 $3,253,810

39 A white nephrite 'phoenix' snuff bottle Perhaps Imperial, 

possibly Suzhou, 1736-1820 $475,000 $61,089

40 An inside-painted rock-crystal 'Qiao sisters' snuff bottle 

Ma Shaoxuan, Ox Street district, Beijing, dated 1901 (the 

bottle: 1750-1860) $275,000 $35,368

41 A ruby-red glass 'kui dragons' snuff bottle Imperial 

glassworks, Beijing, 1730-1780 $250,000 $32,152

42 A 'famille-rose' porcelain 'butterfly and melon' snuff 

bottle Jingdezhen, 1796-1825 $43,750 $5,627



43 An inside-painted glass 'Shou Lao' snuff bottle Ding 

Erzhong, Xuannan, Beijing, dated 1897 $524,000 $67,391

44 A cinnabar-red and emerald-green glass overlay 'crane 

and bats' snuff bottle Yangzhou, 1830-1890 $644,000 $82,824

45 A carved rock-crystal 'ancient coin' snuff bottle Probably 

Imperial, probably palace workshops, Beijing, 1736-1820

$118,750 $15,272

46 A carved cinnabar lacquer 'figures' snuff bottle Probably 

Imperial, 1730-1800 $118,750 $15,272

47 A lavender-blue glass snuff bottle 1730-1830 $56,250 $7,234

48 A sapphire and gold snuff bottle Probably Imperial, 1700-

1820 $524,000 $67,391

49 An inside-inscribed rock-crystal 'Lanting Preface' snuff 

bottle Ma Shaoxuan, Ox Street district, Beijing, dated 

1898 (the bottle: 1770-1898) $187,500 $24,114

50 A green nephrite 'bats' snuff bottle Probably Imperial, 

attributable to the palace workshops, Beijing, 1736-1799

$175,000 $22,507

51 An inscribed agate snuff bottle Probably Imperial, Official 

School, probably palace workshops, Beijing, 1730-1840

$72,500 $9,324

52 A moulded 'famille-rose' porcelain 'garden scene' snuff 

bottle Imperial kilns, Jingdezhen, Qianlong iron-red four-

character seal mark and of the period, 1770-1795

$287,500 $36,975

53 An inside-painted rock-crystal 'Port of Guangzhou' snuff 

bottle Lingnan, 1805-1820 $118,750 $15,272

54 A soapstone 'phoenix' snuff bottle 1750-1870 $60,000 $7,717

55 An aquamarine-blue glass 'chi dragons' snuff bottle 

Attributable to the Imperial glassworks, 1750-1820

$162,500 $20,899

56 A turquoise snuff bottle Probably Imperial, probably 

Palace workshops, 1700-1780 $60,000 $7,717

57 An inscribed jet 'bird and camellia' snuff bottle Yizhai, 

1740-1880 $560,000 $72,021

58 An aquamarine 'chi dragon' snuff bottle Probably 

Imperial, 1760-1860 $72,500 $9,324

59 A brown aventurine-glass snuff bottle Attributable to the 

Imperial glassworks, Beijing, 1736-1800

$93,750 $12,057

60 An inside-painted rock-crystal 'landscape' snuff bottle 

Gan Xuanwen, Lingnan, 1810-1825 $93,750 $12,057

61 A carved coconut shell and wood 'landscape' snuff bottle 

The Yaji master, Japan, 1854-1920 $62,500 $8,038

62 An inside-painted rock-crystal 'Zhou Dunyi' snuff bottle 

Ma Shaoxuan, Ox Street district, Beijing, 1899-1910

$150,000 $19,291

63 A sapphire-blue and pale pink glass 'mandarin ducks' 

snuff bottle 1770-1900 $325,000 $41,798



64 A moulded white porcelain 'Eighteen Luohan' snuff bottle 

Probably Imperial, Jingdezhen, 1790-1820

$25,000 $3,215

65 A mother of pearl 'mythical beast and bats' snuff bottle 

1750-1880 $56,250 $7,234

66 A violet-blue glass 'kui dragons' snuff bottle Imperial 

glassworks, Beijing, 1730-1770 $200,000 $25,722

67 A nephrite 'archaistic motif' snuff bottle Probably 

Imperial, attributable to the palace workshops, Beijing, 

1730-1780 $237,500 $30,545

68 A turquoise-green glass snuff bottle 1710-1760 $212,500 $27,329

69 An inside-painted 'hair-crystal' 'goldfish' snuff bottle Ye 

family, the Apricot Grove Studio, Chongwen district, 

Beijing, dated 1921 (the bottle: 1800-1880)

$60,000 $7,717

70 A pale olive-green glass overlay 'bat and chi dragon' snuff 

bottle Imperial glassworks, 1750-1790

$175,000 $22,507

71 A ruby-red glass overlay 'chi dragons' snuff bottle 1730-

1770 $37,500 $4,823

72 A moulded 'famille verte' porcelain 'conjoined fish' snuff 

bottle Jingdezhen, 1821-1870 $62,500 $8,038

73 A carved inside-painted rock-crystal 'fisherman and 

woodcutter' snuff bottle Yiru jushi, attributable to Beijing, 

dated 1805 (the bottle 1760-1805)

$162,500 $20,899

74 A turquoise-blue aventurine-glass snuff bottle 1720-1800

$43,750 $5,627

75 A carved peach stone 'Eight Immortals and God of 

Longevity ' snuff bottle 1760-1860 $175,000 $22,507

76 A blue and white porcelain 'children' snuff bottle 

Jingdezhen, Yunzhou yazhi mark, 1821-1850 $106,250 $13,665

77 An inside-painted glass 'insects and goldfish' snuff bottle 

Zhou Leyuan, the Studio of Lotus-root Fragrance, 

Xuannan, Beijing, dated 1892 $75,000 $9,646

78 A pale aquamarine-blue glass snuff bottle Imperial 

glassworks, Beijing, Qianlong incised four-character seal 

mark and of the period, 1750-1799 $187,500 $24,114

79 An inside-painted rock-crystal 'Zhong Kui' snuff bottle Ye 

Zhongsan, the Apricot Grove Studio, Chongwen district, 

Beijing, dated 1897 $125,000 $16,076

80 A transparent emerald-green and colourless glass 'chi 

dragons' snuff bottle 1730-1770 $175,000 $22,507

81 A 'famille-rose' enamelled porcelain 'Three Star Gods' 

snuff bottle Imperial kilns, Jingdezhen, Qianlong iron-red 

four-character seal mark and of the period, 1780 

(probably 1795) -1799 $150,000 $19,291

82 An inscribed agate snuff bottle Official School, 1730-1850

$162,500 $20,899



83 An inside-painted glass 'rockwork, insects and goldfish' 

snuff bottle Ye Zhongsan, the Apricot Grove Studio, 

Chongwen district, Bejing, dated 1904

$62,500 $8,038

84 An ivory snuff bottle 1725–1850 $47,500 $6,109

85 A sapphire-blue and colourless glass 'chi dragon' snuff 

bottle Imperial glassworks, Beijing, 1710-1750

$275,000 $35,368

86 An inside-painted glass 'teasing the crane' snuff bottle 

Ding Erzhong, Xuannan, Beijing, dated 1894 $400,000 $51,444

87 A white and russet nephrite 'double gourd' snuff bottle 

Possibly Imperial, perhaps palace workshops, Beijing, 

1730-1800 $275,000 $35,368

88 A dark green and deep ruby-red aventurine-glass snuff 

bottle Imperial glassworks, Beijing, Qianlong wheel-cut 

four-character mark and of the period, 1736-1770

$500,000 $64,305

89 An ivory and lacquer 'elephant and dragon' snuff bottle 

School of the Imperial Master, Japan, 1854–1910

$375,000 $48,228

90 A three-colour glass overlay 'woodcutter and fisherman' 

snuff bottle Yangzhou, 1830-1890 $692,000 $88,997

91 A moulded 'famille-rose' porcelain 'prunus trunk' snuff 

bottle Imperial kilns, Jingdezhen, Jiaqing iron-red four-

character seal mark and of the period, 1796-1820

$162,500 $20,899

92 An amethyst-purple glass 'chi dragons' snuff bottle 

Attributable to the Imperial glassworks, Beijing, 1740-

1800 $137,500 $17,684

93 An inside-painted glass 'equestrian huntsmen' snuff 

bottle Sun Xingwu, Beijing, dated 1899 $75,000 $9,646

94 An inscribed ruby-red glass overlay 'bannerman' snuff 

bottle 1759-1770 $524,000 $67,391

95 A dendritic agate snuff bottle Official School, 1740-1850

$47,500 $6,109

96 An inscribed yellow glass 'Bodhidharma' snuff bottle 

Yangzhou, 1830-1890 $187,500 $24,114

97 An inside-painted rock-crystal 'Three Knights-Errant' snuff 

bottle Family of Ma Shaoxuan, Beijing, 1903 (the bottle: 

1780-1903) $60,000 $7,717

98 A multi-faceted ruby-red glass snuff bottle Attributable to 

the Imperial glassworks, Beijing, 1700-1750

$52,500 $6,752

99 An inscribed streaky white glass 'landscape' snuff bottle 

Wu Xijiu, probably 1921 (the bottle: 1780-1850)

$106,250 $13,665

100 An inscribed olive-brown glass overlay 'spring and 

autumn scenes' snuff bottle Songtai, probably Yangzhou, 

1810-1880 $212,500 $27,329



101 An inscribed chalcedony 'sage and landscape' snuff bottle 

Suzhou, School of Zhiting, 1740-1860 $620,000 $79,738

102 A ruby-red and pale green glass snuff bottle Attributable 

to the Imperial glassworks, 1740-1780 $187,500 $24,114

103 An inside-painted glass 'Lantern Festival' snuff bottle Ma 

Shaoxian, Xuannan, Beijing, 1933-1940 $193,750 $24,918

104 A five-colour glass overlay 'lotus' snuff bottle 1760-1800

$312,500 $40,190

105 A turquoise matrix snuff bottle 1730-1880 $212,500 $27,329

106 An inside-painted glass 'landscape' snuff bottle Meng 

Zishou, Beijing, dated 1904 $43,750 $5,627

107 A 'realgar-glass' snuff bottle 1720-1840 $56,250 $7,234

108 An iron-red porcelain 'Meng Haoran' snuff bottle 

Jingdezhen, Wenmeizhai zhi mark, 1821-1850 $75,000 $9,646

109 A white and russet nephrite 'qin' snuff bottle 1730-1840

$225,000 $28,937

110 A 'robin's egg'-glazed porcelain snuff bottle Jingdezhen, 

1800-1850 $56,250 $7,234

111 An inscribed emerald-green glass overlay 'Rhapsody on a 

Heavenly Horse' snuff bottle Zhou Honglai, 1898 (the 

bottle: 1770-1850) $250,000 $32,152

112 A 'famille-rose' enamelled copper and gold 'millefleurs' 

snuff bottle Imperial, palace workshops, Beijing, Qianlong 

blue-enamelled four-character mark and of the period, 

1736-1775 $2,420,000 $311,234

113 A ruby-red glass snuff bottle 1720-1780 $43,750 $5,627

114 An inside-painted glass 'Zhang Zuolin' snuff bottle Meng 

Zishou, Beijing, dated 1914 $500,000 $64,305

115 A ruby-red and greenish-beige glass 'crane and bats' snuff 

bottle Yangzhou, 1830-1890 $300,000 $38,583

116 A white and russet nephrite 'lingzhi, bat and double 

gourd' snuff bottle Possibly Imperial, perhaps palace 

workshops, Beijing, 1740-1820 $375,000 $48,228

117 A 'famille-rose' porcelain 'monkeys' snuff bottle Imperial 

kilns, Jingdezhen, Daoguang iron-red four-character seal 

mark and of the period, 1821-1850

$187,500 $24,114

118 A sapphire-blue aventurine-glass snuff bottle 1720-1800

$93,750 $12,057

119 A moulded 'famille rose' porcelain 'butterfly and lotus' 

snuff bottle Jingdezhen, 1790-1840 (probably 1769-1820)

$30,000 $3,858

120 An inside-painted glass 'landscape' snuff bottle Meng 

Zishou, Beijing, dated 1913 $52,500 $6,752

121 A ruby-red glass overlay 'deer' snuff bottle Probably 

Imperial, 1736-1780 $187,500 $24,114

122 A silver 'Guangxu coin' snuff bottle Hung Chong, 

Guangzhou or Shanghai, 1890-1920 $50,000 $6,430



123 An inside-painted glass 'landscape' snuff bottle Ye 

Zhongsan, the Apricot Grove Studio, Chongwen district, 

Beijing, dated 1895 $106,250 $13,665

124 A cloisonné-enamelled copper and gold 'carp' snuff bottle 

Imperial, palace workshops, Beijing, 1750-1799

$175,000 $22,507

125 A pale green glass and colourless overlay 'lotus pond' 

snuff bottle 1730-1780 $250,000 $32,152

126 A carved ivory 'Liu Hai' snuff bottle 1850–1927 $125,000 $16,076

127 An inscribed sapphire-blue glass overlay 'A Thousand 

Volume of Books' snuff bottle Songtai, probably 

Yangzhou, 1810-1880 $275,000 $35,368

128 A moulded 'famille-rose' porcelain 'boy and double 

gourd' snuff bottle Jingdezhen, Qianlong iron-red six-

character seal mark, 1870-1930 $68,750 $8,842

129 A carved amber 'bats and peach' snuff bottle 1740-1820

$75,000 $9,646

130 An amber-brown glass 'cricket cage' snuff bottle 1730-

1850 $137,500 $17,684

131 An inscribed champlevé enamelled 'blossoming prunus' 

snuff bottle Imperial, palace workshops, Beijing, 1736-

1799 $150,000 $19,291

132 A tortoiseshell snuff bottle and snuff dish 1720–1860

$50,000 $6,430

133 A wood 'eggplant' snuff bottle 1760-1900 $40,000 $5,144

134 A moulded 'famille-rose' porcelain 'squirrel' snuff bottle 

Jingdezhen, 1790-1830 $30,000 $3,858

135 An ivory snuff bottle 1725–1850 $10,000 $1,286

136 An inscribed bluish emerald-green porcelain 'crossing the 

river' snuff bottle Xinquan (probably Chen Guozhi), 

Jingdezhen, Daoguang incised six-character seal mark and 

of the period, dated 1821 $350,000 $45,013

137 An iron-red porcelain 'dragon' snuff bottle Jingdezhen, 

1790-1850 $56,250 $7,234

138 A mother-of-pearl and soapstone-embellished amber 

'figures' snuff bottle Tsuda Family, Kyoto, 1890-1941 (the 

bottle 1730-1850) $150,000 $19,291

139 A 'famille-rose' porcelain 'cranes' snuff bottle Imperial 

kilns, Jingdezhen, Daoguang iron-red four-character seal 

mark and of the period, 1821-1840

$93,750 $12,057

140 A carved amber 'children' snuff bottle 1750-1850 $118,750 $15,272

141 An inscribed bluish emerald-green porcelain 'Four Noble 

Occupations' snuff bottle Xinquan (probably Chen 

Guozhi), 1819 $143,750 $18,488

142 An inscribed olive-brown glass overlay 'Celebrating 

Autumn' snuff bottle Yangzhou, 1830-1890

$312,500 $40,190

143 A 'famille-rose' porcelain 'young lady' snuff bottle 

Jingdezhen, 1790-1830 $43,750 $5,627



144 A blue and iron-red enamelled copper and gold 'garden 

scene' snuff dish Imperial, palace workshops, Beijing, 

Qianlong blue-enamelled four-character mark and of the 

period, 1770-1799 $250,000 $32,152

145 An emerald-green porcelain 'dragons' snuff bottle 

Qiandaoren seal mark, possibly Imperial, Jingdezhen, 

1840-1910 $81,250 $10,449

146 A 'famille-rose' enamelled glass 'garden scene' snuff 

bottle Imperial, palace workshops, Beijing, 1770-1790

$437,500 $56,266

147 A lac-burgauté 'butterfly' snuff bottle Japan, 1854-1930, 

probably Tsuda Sokan, 1868-1934 $56,250 $7,234

148 A blue and white and iron-red porcelain 'landscape' snuff 

bottle Juren seal mark, Jingdezhen, circa 1916

$37,500 $4,823

149 A gourd and ivory moulded 'crane and stag' snuff bottle 

Imperial, palace workshops, Beijing, 1680–1722

$225,000 $28,937

150 A moulded crackled porcelain 'flask and lotus leaves' 

snuff bottle Jingdezhen, 1790-1830 $18,750 $2,411

151 An inscribed turquoise-blue and iron-red porcelain 

'landscape and prunus blossoms' snuff bottle Lilin, 

Shendetang zhi mark, dated 1872 (the bottle: Imperial 

kilns, Jingdezhen, 1831-1850) $30,000 $3,858

152 A sapphire-blue glass overlay 'floral' snuff bottle 1740-

1780 $300,000 $38,583

153 A pale green and russet nephrite snuff bottle Possibly 

Imperial, perhaps palace workshops, Beijing, 1740-1850

$62,500 $8,038

154 An inscribed and carved walnut shell and walrus ivory 

'travelling in the mountains of Shu' snuff bottle Dai Xi 

(Jingdong jushi), 1827-1847 $137,500 $17,684

155 A 'famille-rose' enamelled porcelain 'Manchu officials' 

snuff bottle Imperial kilns, Jingdezhen, Daoguang iron-red 

four-character seal mark and of the period, 1821-1850

$187,500 $24,114

156 An ivory snuff bottle 1725–1850 $50,000 $6,430

157 An ivory 'peach' snuff bottle 1740–1880 $150,000 $19,291

158 A moulded brown porcelain 'woven basket' snuff bottle 

Probably Imperial, Jingdezhen, 1760-1799 $40,000 $5,144

159 A pale yellow glass snuff bottle Attributed to the Imperial 

glassworks, Beijing, 1720-1840 $106,250 $13,665

160 A carved ivory 'conjoined fish' snuff bottle Imperial 

Master, Japan, 1854–1910 $325,000 $41,798

161 An inscribed Baltic amber 'Boating on an Autumn Night' 

snuff bottle 1750-1820 $81,250 $10,449

162 A 'famille-rose' porcelain 'Imperial poem' snuff bottle 

Imperial kilns, Jingdezhen, Jiaqing iron-red four-character 

seal mark and of the period, 1796-1810

$237,500 $30,545



163 An engraved white copper 'landscape' snuff bottle 1760-

1880 $35,000 $4,501

164 A 'famille-rose' enamelled porcelain 'cricket' snuff bottle 

Imperial kilns, Jingdezhen, Daoguang iron-red four-

character seal mark and of the period, 1821-1850

$137,500 $17,684

165 A jadeite snuff bottle 1780-1880 $150,000 $19,291

166 A 'famille-rose' enamelled copper and gold 'blossoming 

prunus' snuff bottle Imperial, palace workshops, Beijing, 

Kangxi blue-enamelled four-character mark and of the 

period, 1710-1722 $1,820,000 $234,069

167 An inscribed and carved ivory 'Fishing Alone on a Spring 

Stream' snuff dish Yu Shuo, Tianjin, dated 1914

$187,500 $24,114

168 An inscribed and carved ivory 'Red Cliff' snuff dish Yu 

Shuo, Shanghai, 1912 $162,500 $20,899

169 An inscribed ivory 'Red Cliff' snuff dish Shen Da, 

1895–1949 $125,000 $16,076

170 A Treasury of Chinese Snuff Bottles: The Mary & George 

Bloch Collection, Volumes 1-7 Moss, Hugh & Graham, 

Victor & Tsang, Ka Bo $20,000 $2,572


